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Abstract. The recent extensions of domain theory have proved
particularly efficient to study lattice-valued maxitive measures,
when the target lattice is continuous. Maxitive measures are de-
fined analogously to classical measures with the supremum op-
eration in place of the addition. Building further on the links
between domain theory and idempotent analysis highlighted by
Lawson (2004), we investigate the concept of domain-valued linear
forms on an idempotent (semi)module. In addition to proving rep-
resentation theorems for continuous linear forms, we address two
applications: the idempotent Radon–Nikodym theorem and the
idempotent Riesz representation theorem. To unify similar results
from different mathematical areas, our analysis is carried out in
the general Z framework of domain theory.
1. Introduction
Maxitive measures are defined analogously to classical (additive)
measures with the supremum operation ‘ in place of the addition `.
These measures were first introduced by Shilkret [66], and rediscov-
ered many times. This explains why similar notions and results coexist
in the literature, that we tried to survey, unify, and surpass in [56,
Chapter I].
Maslov’s monograph [48], in which maxitive measures with values
in ordered semirings were considered, testifies to deep connections be-
tween idempotent analysis and order theory or lattice theory. Similar
initiatives have been undertaken in the framework of fuzzy set theory,
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where r0, 1s-valued possibility measures have been replaced by lattice-
valued possibility measures (see Greco [29], Liu and Zhang [41], de
Cooman et al. [17], Kramosil [37]). More recently, the branch of or-
der theory dealing with continuous lattices and domains turned out
to play a crucial role in the study of lattice-valued maxitive measures;
see the work of Heckmann and Huth [31, 32], treating fuzzy set the-
ory, category theory and continuous lattices, and of Akian [2], who
favoured applications to idempotent analysis and large deviations of
random processes. Connections between idempotent mathematics and
continuous lattices (or domain theory) also arose in the work of Akian
and Singer [3], and were surveyed by Lawson [39]. See also the early
developments of Norberg [53, 54] on domain-valued random variables
and the use of continuous (semi)lattices in random set theory.
The article [57] was another contribution to the strengthening of
these links; we considered maxitive measures with values in a domain
rather than in R`. In the present paper we shall build further on the
role of domain theory in idempotent analysis. We shall be especially
interested in linear forms on a module over an idempotent semifield k.
Our motivation partly comes from the following apparent paradox.
Let ν be a completely maxitive measure defined on the open subsets
G pEq of a topological space E, and taking its values in a complete
lattice k. It is known since Heckmann and Huth [31, 32] and Akian
[2] that, if k is a continuous lattice (hence a domain), then ν admits a
cardinal density, i.e. is of the form
(1.1) νp¨q “à
xP¨
c`pxq,
for some map c` : E Ñ k. See also [56, Corollary II-5.9]. But Heck-
mann and Huth proved a stronger result, for they characterized con-
tinuity of k as follows: if k is a given complete lattice, then it is con-
tinuous if and only if, for every topological space E, each completely
maxitive measure ν : G pEq Ñ k admits a cardinal density [32, Theo-
rem 5].
Surprisingly, the work of Litvinov et al. [40] and Cohen et al. [16]
seems to contradict this result. Indeed, these authors proved a repre-
sentation theorem for continuous linear forms v defined on a complete
k-module M , with k a complete idempotent semifield: one can write
(1.2) vp¨q “ xc, ¨y,
for some c P M , where xc, xy denotes a k-valued operation defined on
a subset of M ˆ M . This representation has formal and theoretical
affinities with that of Equation (1.1). However, its terms require no
kind of continuity assumption on k! Coherently no reference to domain
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theory appears in the last-mentioned papers. How can one understand
this paradox?
To unravel it, we need to go beyond the tools of classical domain
theory, and use instead the general Z framework of domain theory
(see Bandelt and Erné [7]). This is about selecting other subsets than
the usual filtered subsets, e.g. singletons or nonempty subsets. This
is done by a functor Z : Po Ñ Set from the category of posets to
the category of sets. Then one can redefine the notions of way-above
relation and continuous poset. In the case where Z selects nonempty
subsets, a continuous poset is nothing but a completely distributive
poset or supercontinuous poset in the sense of Erné et al. [21]. And if
Z selects singletons, it happens that the way-above relation coincides
with the partial order ě and that every poset is continuous! This
functor is implicitly used in [40] and [16], and this explains why these
articles apparently do not ask for continuity of k.
We warn the reader that the following notions will depend on a given
functor Z:
‚ way-above relation,
‚ continuous idempotent semifield,
‚ smooth linear map (or form),
‚ continuous linear map (or form),
‚ completable and complete modules,
‚ cuts and normal completion of a completable module,
‚ strongly archimedean element of a module.
In works related to Z-theory, it is common practice to constantly re-
call the dependency on Z (Z-complete poset, Z-way-above relation, Z-
continuous poset, etc.); we believe however that it makes the text heavy
and is not really useful if the context is clear.
A linear form v : M Ñ k is smooth if v commutes with infima of
Z-sets, and continuous if v is smooth and commutes with arbitrary
existing suprema. Under appropriate hypotheses, smooth linear forms
can be represented by an ideal of the module M ; for continuous linear
forms, this ideal becomes principal, i.e. is generated by an element c,
and one obtains Equation (1.2) as stated by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose thatM is a complete module over a continuous
complete idempotent semifield k ‰ t0, 1u, and let v : M Ñ k. Then v
is a non-degenerate continuous linear form on M if and only if there is
an strongly archimedean element c P M such that vp¨q “ xc, ¨y. In this
case, c is unique and equals the supremum of the set t1 ě vu.
This result generalizes [40, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2] and [16, Corol-
lary 39]. The implicit functor Z is supposed to be union-complete, so
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that in every continuous poset the way-above relation is interpolating,
i.e. such that t " r implies t " s " r for some s.
Using Theorem 1.1 we reprove the idempotent Radon–Nikodym the-
orem (or Sugeno–Murofushi theorem, see [68] and [56, Chapter I]). For
this purpose we choose for Z the functor that selects singletons. If τ
(resp. ν) denotes the dominating (resp. dominated) σ-maxitive mea-
sure, the module we work with is not L1`pτq but a module M that
depends on both τ and ν. We show that τ is localizable (resp. σ-
principal) if and only if M is a complete module (resp. a σ-principal
module). Moreover, if τ is σ-principal, then every σ-continuous linear
form on M is continuous. With this result, the idempotent Radon–
Nikodym theorem can be deduced easily.
Unfortunately, Theorem 1.1 is not sufficient for proving an idem-
potent version of the Riesz representation theorem. The idempotent
Riesz theorem usually applies to a linear form V : M Ñ R` defined on
the moduleM of nonnegative bounded continuous maps of a Tychonoff
space. It asserts that V can be expressed as a Shilkret integral with
respect to some regular maxitive measure that is finite on compact
subsets. Since such a measure always admits a finite cardinal density
c`, this amounts to writing V as
V pfq “à
xPE
fpxq
cpxq ,
for some map c : E Ñ R˚` (and in fact c “ 1{c`), where E is the
underlying topological space. But c does not need to be continuous, it
is only lower-semicontinuous in general. This means that c is outside
M , a case that is not treated by Theorem 1.1.
To take account of this situation, we introduce module extensions,
i.e. pairs M{M with M a submodule of a complete module M . For
instance the module of nonnegative lower-semicontinuous maps is an
extension of the module of nonnegative bounded continuous maps. We
obtain the following result.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that M{M is a extension over a complete
idempotent semifield k, and let v : M Ñ k be a linear form on M . As-
sume that the extension is meet-continuous. Then v is non-degenerate
continuous on M{M if and only if there is an archimedean element c
in M{M such that vp¨q “ xc, ¨y. In this case, the supremum of t1 ě vu
in M is the least c satisfying vp¨q “ xc, ¨y.
For simplification purposes this theorem is limited to the case where
Z selects singletons. A novel assumption is introduced: we ask for
the extension M{M to be meet-continuous. This specifies that finite
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infima distribute over directed suprema. This result enables one to
tackle the idempotent Riesz theorem. We reprove, with a few improve-
ments, a version of this theorem given by Choquet [15] and proved by
Kolokoltsov and Maslov [36] in the locally-compact case, and a version
due to Breyer and Gulinsky [12] and also reproved by Puhalskii [59].
We also prove a Riesz like theorem in the case where the topological
space E is separable metrizable.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls basics of do-
mains and continuous posets, in the categorical framework of Z-theory.
Section 3 deals with the concepts of idempotent semifields and mod-
ules over semirings. In Section 4 we introduce the notion of linear
forms defined on a k-module, where k is an idempotent semifield. We
propose a generic way of constructing such maps using ideals of the
underlying module. When continuity assumptions on k are required,
we use the tools of Z-theory introduced in Section 2. In Section 5 our
main theorem on representation of continuous linear forms on a com-
plete module is proved. In Section 6 we go through some applications
to maxitive measures and the idempotent Radon–Nikodym theorem.
Section 7 provides necessary and sufficient conditions for a module to
be embeddable into a complete module. In Section 8 we prove a rep-
resentation theorem for residuated forms on a module extension. In
Section 9 the idempotent Riesz representation theorem is proved.
2. A primer on Z-theory for continuous posets and
domains
A poset or partially ordered set pP,ďq is a set P equipped with
a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation ď. Let us
denote by Po the category of all posets with order-preserving maps as
morphisms. A subset selection is a function that assigns to each poset
P a certain collection ZrP s of subsets of P called the Z-sets of P . A
subset system is a subset selection Z such that
iq at least one ZrP s has a nonempty element,
iiq for each order-preserving map f : P Ñ Q, fpZq P ZrQs for
every Z P ZrP s,
the point iiq meaning that Z is a covariant functor from Po to Set (the
category of sets) with Zrf s defined by Zrf spZq “ fpZq if Z P ZrP s,
for every order-preserving map f : P Ñ Q. To this definition, first
given by Wright et al. [72], we add a third (unusual but useful in the
framework of this paper) condition:
iiiq the empty set is not in ZrP s, for all posets P .
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The suggestion of [72] to apply subset systems to the theory of continu-
ous posets was followed by Nelson [51], Novak [55], Bandelt [6], Bandelt
and Erné [7], [8], and this research was carried on by Venugopalan [70],
[71], Xu [73], Baranga [9], Menon [49], Shi and Wang [65], Erné [20],
[23] among others. Conditions iq and iiq together ensure that each
ZrP s contains all singletons.
The basic example of subset system is the set of directed subsets
of P . This subset system is behind the classical theory of continuous
posets and domains, see the monograph by Gierz et al. [27]. Here are
some further examples:
(1) Taking ZrP s as the set of all nonempty subsets of P works well
for investigating completely distributive lattices, see Erné et al.
[21]. Completely distributive lattices were initially examined by
Raney [60], [61].
(2) The case where ZrP s is the set of filtered subsets of P was used
for instance by G. Gerritse [26], Jonasson [35], Akian and Singer
[3]. See also [57].
(3) If ZrP s is the set of all singletons of P , then Z is also a subset
selection.
(4) A series of papers deals with the case where ZrP s is the set of
chains of P , see Markowsky and Rosen [46], and Markowsky
[43], [44], [45]. Using the Hausdorff maximality theorem, re-
lations between directed subsets and chains were explored by
Iwamura [34], Bruns [13], and Markowsky [42]. See also Erné
[20, p. 54].
(5) The case where ZrP s is the set of nonempty finite subsets of P
was investigated by Martinez [47]. See also Frink [24] and Erné
[18].
Rather than Z, we shall often deal with the subset selection F, defined
by FrP s “ tÒZ : Z P ZrP su, where ÒZ is the upper subset generated
by Z, i.e. ÒZ :“ ty P P : Dx P Z, x ď yu. The elements of FrP s are the
F-sets, or the (Z-)filters, of P . Although F is not a subset system in
general, it satisfies the following conditions:
iq at least one FrP s has a nonempty element,
ii1q for each order-preserving map f : P Ñ Q, ÒfpF q P FrQs for
every F P FrP s,
iiiq an F-set is never empty.
A subset selection F derived from a subset system Z as above will be
called a filter selection. Note that, like Z, F is functorial, i.e. Frg ˝ f s “
Frgs ˝ Frf s for all order-preserving maps f : P Ñ Q and g : QÑ R, if
one naturally defines Frf spF q “ÒfpF q for all F P FrP s.
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Translation 2.1 (Filter selections). The first three examples of subset
systems given above lead to the following filter selections, respectively:
(1) FrP s is the set Up˚rP s of nonempty upper subsets of P ,
(2) FrP s is the set FirP s of filters (in the sense of [27]) of P ,
(3) FrP s is the set PFirP s of principal filters of P .
We now introduce the way-above relation, which in our context is
more relevant than the usual way-below relation. Thus, our notions of
continuous posets and domains are dual to the traditional definitions.
The way-above relation has already been used to study lattice-valued
upper-semicontinuous functions, see for instance [26] and [35]; see also
[57]. We say that y P P is way-above x P P , written y " x, if, for every
F-set F with infimum, x ě ŹF implies y P F . We use the notations
ÒÒx “ ty P P : y " xu, and for A Ă P , ÒÒA “ ty P P : Dx P A, y " xu.
The poset P is continuous if every element is the F infimum of elements
way-above it, i.e. ÒÒx P FrP s and x “ Ź ÒÒx for all x P P . A domain is
a continuous poset in which every F-set has an infimum.
Translation 2.2 (Continuous posets). For our three examples of sub-
set systems, the notion of continuous posets translates respectively as
follows:
(1) if F “ Up˚, then a poset is continuous if and only if it is com-
pletely distributive (complete distributivity is sometimes called
supercontinuity),
(2) if F “ Fi, then a poset is continuous if and only if it is continuous
in the sense of [57],
(3) if F “ PFi, then the way-above relation y " x reduces to the
partial order y ě x, and every poset is continuous.
For a poset P , the way-above relation is additive if, for all x P P ,
the subset ty P P : x " yu is either empty or directed, i.e. if whenever
x " y and x " y1, we have x " z for some z P P such that z ě y
and z ě y1. A continuous poset with an additive way-above relation is
stably-continuous. With respect to the filter selection PFi, every poset
is stably-continuous.
A poset P has the interpolation property if, for all x, y P P with
y " x, there exists some z P P such that y " z " x. For continuous
posets in the classical sense, it is well known that the interpolation
property holds, see e.g. [27, Theorem I-1.9]. This is a crucial feature
that is behind many important results of the theory. For an arbitrary
choice of Z, however, this needs no longer to be true. Deriving sufficient
conditions on Z to recover the interpolation property is the goal of the
following theorem. The subset selection F is union-complete if, for
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every V P FrFrP ss (where FrP s is considered as a poset ordered by
reverse inclusion Ą), ŤV P FrP s. As explained in [20], this condition
embodies the fact that finite unions of finite sets are finite, Ą-filtered
unions of filtered sets are filtered, etc. The following theorem restates
a result due to [55] and [7] in its dual form. We give the proof here for
the sake of completeness.
Theorem 2.3. [55, 7] If F is a union-complete filter selection, then
every continuous poset has the interpolation property.
Remark 2.4. In the context of Z-theory, many authors (see [55], [7],
[70]) call strongly continuous a continuous poset with the interpolation
property.
Proof. Let P be a continuous poset, and let x P P . We need to show
that F Ă ÒÒF , where F denotes the F-set F “ ÒÒx. For this purpose we
first prove that ÒÒF is an F-set. Write ÒÒF “ ŤyPF ÒÒy “ ŤV , where V
is the collection of subsets contained in some ÒÒy, y P F . Considering
the order-preserving map f : P Q y ÞÑ ÒÒy P FrP s (recall that FrP s is
ordered by reverse inclusion) and using Property ii1q above, we have
V “ÒfpF q P FrFrP ss. Since F is union-complete, one has ÒÒF “ ŤV P
FrP s. Since P is continuous,
x “
ľ
ÒÒx “
ľ
F “
ľ
yPF
y “
ľ
yPF
p
ľ
ÒÒyq “
ľ
p
ď
yPF
ÒÒyq “
ľ
ÒÒF.
The definition of the way-above relation and the fact that ÒÒF P FrP s
give y P ÒÒF “ ÒÒpÒÒxq, for all y P ÒÒx. This proves that P has the
interpolation property. 
All subset systems mentioned above are union-complete. It remains
an open problem to exhibit a continuous poset with respect to some
subset system that does not satisfy the interpolation property.
We should stress the fact that the machinery of category theory is
justified as long as relations between posets are examined. If a single
poset P is at stake, having just a collection of subsets of P at disposal
could be sufficient, as in the works [6], [8], [73] (where the letter M
is used for the collection of selected subsets). In the present work, we
hope that the relevance of using functorial (filter) selections will be
made clear.
3. Semirings, semifields, modules over a semiring
3.1. Semirings, semifields. A semiring is an abelian monoid pk,‘, 0q
endowed with an additional binary relation ˆ (the multiplication) that
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is associative, has a unit 1 ‰ 0, distributes over ‘, and admits 0 as ab-
sorbing element. A semiring is idempotent (or is a dioid, see Baccelli et
al. [5] or Gondran and Minoux [28]) if ‘ is idempotent, i.e. t‘ t “ t for
all t, and commutative if the multiplication is commutative. An (idem-
potent) semifield is an (idempotent) semiring in which every non-zero
element has a multiplicative inverse. We do not assume a semifield to
be commutative in general (see however Remark 3.2). Notice that, if k
is an idempotent semifield, then kzt0u is a lattice-group. This implies
that k is a distributive lattice; in particular, every nonempty finite
subset of k has an infimum, and we have
(3.1) s^ t “ ps´1 ‘ t´1q´1,
for all s, t P kzt0u.
A dioid has a natural structure of partially ordered set with s ď tô
s ‘ t “ t, whose bottom element is 0. With this point of view s ‘ t is
nothing but the supremum of ts, tu, hence every dioid is a commutative
idempotent monoid, i.e. a semilattice. Given a filter selection F, a dioid
is complete if every upper-bounded subset T has a supremum such that
(3.2) spàT q “à
tPT
st, pàT qs “à
tPT
ts,
for all s, and if every F-set F has an infimum such that
(3.3) sp
ľ
F q “
ľ
fPF
sf, p
ľ
F qs “
ľ
fPF
fs,
for all s. With respect to the filter selection PFi that selects principal
ideals, Equations (3.3) are trivial.
In an idempotent semifield, Equations (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied
for all subsets T (resp. F ) with supremum (resp. with infimum). Thus,
an idempotent semifield is complete if and only if every upper-bounded
subset has a supremum. This makes the notion of complete idempotent
semifield independent of the filter selection F.
The following lemma, which will be used many times in this paper,
mimics a result by Akian and Singer [3, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 3.1 (Extends [3, Lemma 2.1]). Let F be a filter selection, and
let k be an idempotent semifield. For all r, s, t P k with r ‰ 0, t " s
implies tr " sr.
Proof. Let F be an F-set of k with infimum such that sr ěŹF . The
map f : k Ñ k defined by fpuq “ ur´1 is order-preserving, hence the
set ÒfpF q “ fpF q is an F-set. Since t " s ě pŹF qr´1 “ Ź fpF q, we
have t P fpF q, so tr P F . This shows that tr " sr. 
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From now on we use the acronym cis for a complete idempotent
semifield distinct from t0, 1u. A cis is never a complete lattice; if it
were, there would be a greatest element J, and we would have J ě
1 ñ J2 ě J ñ J2 “ J ñ J “ 1, while J “ 1 is only possible if the
cis coincides with t0, 1u (a case that is excluded in the definition of a
cis).
Remark 3.2. It is worth recalling that, by the Iwasawa theorem, every
cis is commutative (see e.g. Birkhoff [11, Theorem 28]).
Remark 3.3 (On quasifields). Litvinov et al. [40] defined a quasifield
as a dioid in which every non-zero element is the supremum of invertible
elements and such that t ď 1 whenever the subset ttn : n “ 1, 2, . . .u is
upper-bounded. They showed that every quasifield distinct from t0, 1u
can be embedded into a cis, and asserted that, conversely, every cis is
a quasifield. This latter point indeed holds, for if, for some t ‰ 0, the
subset ttn : n “ 1, 2, . . .u is upper-bounded, and if s is its supremum,
then with Equations (3.2) we have ts ď s; since s ‰ 0 we deduce that
t ď 1.
3.2. Modules over a semiring. We now turn our attention to mod-
ules over a semiring.
Definition 3.4. Let k be a semiring. A right k-module is a commuta-
tive monoid pM,‘, 0q equipped with a right action M ˆ k Q px, tq ÞÑ
x.t P M such that, for all x P M , x.0 “ 0, x.1 “ x, and for all y P M ,
s, t P k,
x.pstq “ px.sq.t,
px‘ yq.t “ x.t‘ y.t,
x.ps‘ tq “ x.s‘ x.t.
A subset of M is a submodule if it contains 0 and is closed under
addition and external multiplication.
In the sequel we shall say k-module or module over k for right k-
module, and we shall only deal with modules over an idempotent semi-
field k. Then the previous axioms imply that x‘ x “ x for all x PM ,
and 0.t “ 0 for all t P k, so the addition x ‘ y of two elements x, y of
M is the supremum of tx, yu with respect to the induced partial order
x ď y ô x‘ y “ y. In other words, pM,‘, 0q is a semilattice.
For background on -or applications of- modules over dioids or quan-
tales, see Zimmermann [74], Samborski˘ı and Shpiz [64], Abramsky and
Vickers [1], Rosenthal [62], [33], Kruml [38], Cohen et al. [16], Litvinov
et al. [40], Shpiz [67], Shpiz and Litvinov [67], Gondran and Minoux
[28], Russo [63], Castella [14].
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Remark 3.5. Some authors, especially in the area of idempotent anal-
ysis and max-plus algebra, prefer to call semimodule a module over a
semiring, and idempotent semimodule a module over a dioid or over an
idempotent semifield. However, one can see that the axioms given in
Definition 3.4 do not differ from the axioms defining a classical mod-
ule (over a ring), and distinctions only appear in the choice of the
base semiring. The same remark can be made for axioms defining a
morphism between modules (see Section 4 for the precise definition).
Hence, from a categorical (and also from a historical) point of view, we
see no reason not to keep on with the term module.
The following example is inspired by extreme value theory.
Example 3.6. We equip the set R` of nonnegative real numbers with
its idempotent semifield structure, i.e. with the maximum operation
for ‘, and the usual multiplication. We write Rmax` “ pR`,‘,ˆq. Let
µ, σ, ξ be real numbers with σ ą 0, and consider
Mµ,σ,ξ “
!
x P RY t´8u : 1` ξ x´ µ
σ
ą 0
)
.
Then pMµ,σ,ξ,‘,0q is an Rmax` -module if ‘ denotes the usual maximum
operation, if 0 denotes µ ´ σ{ξ if ξ is positive, ´8 otherwise, and if
we consider the external multiplication defined by
x.t “ µ´ σ
ξ
` σt
ξ
ξ
p1` ξ x´ µ
σ
q,
if ξ is non-zero, and
x.t “ x` σ logptq
otherwise, for all x PMµ,σ,ξ, t P R`.
4. Morphisms and linear forms
In this section, F is a union-complete filter selection, and k is an
idempotent semifield. When continuity assumptions on k are required,
we use the tools of Z-theory introduced in Section 2.
A morphism (or linear map) between two k-modules M and N is a
map f : M Ñ N satisfying both following conditions:
‚ homogeneity : fpx.tq “ fpxq.t,
‚ maxitivity : fpx‘ yq “ fpxq ‘ fpyq,
for all x, y P M , t P k. Or equivalently, fp0q “ 0 and fpx ‘ y.tq “
fpxq ‘ fpyq.t, for all x, y P M and t P k. A morphism f is smooth if,
for all F-sets F of M with infimum, fpF q has an infimum in N such
that fpŹF q “Ź fpF q. A (smooth) linear form on a k-module M is a
(smooth) morphism v : M Ñ k, where k is considered as a k-module.
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Translation 4.1 (Smoothness).
(1) If F “ Up˚, then a morphism is smooth if and only if it preserves
all nonempty existing infima.
(2) If F “ Fi, then a morphism is smooth if and only if it is Scott-
continuous.
(3) If F “ PFi, then every morphism is smooth.
Example 4.2 (Example 3.6 continued). The map v : Mµ,σ,ξ Ñ R`
defined by vpxq “ p1 ` ξ x´µ
σ
q1{ξ if ξ is non-zero, vpxq “ exppx´µ
σ
q
otherwise, is a linear form on Mµ,σ,ξ, smooth with respect to Up˚.
Example 4.3. The set R` is still equipped with its idempotent semi-
field structure. A maxitive measure on a σ-algebra B is a map ν :
B Ñ R` such that νpHq “ 0 and
νpB1 YB2q “ νpB1q ‘ νpB2q,
for all B1, B2 P B. It is σ-maxitive if it commutes with unions of
nondecreasing sequences of elements of B. The Shilkret integral (or
idempotent integral) of some measurable map f : E Ñ R` with respect
to a (σ-)maxitive measure ν on B is defined byż 8
E
f.dν “ à
tPR`
t.νpf ą tq.
Such a map f is ν-integrable if its Shilkret integral is finite. Then
the set M of ν-integrable maps is an Rmax` -module, and the Shilkret
integral is a linear form on M .
Notations 4.4. Let I be a subset of a k-module M .
‚ For all t P kzt0u, we write I.t “ tx.t : x P Iu, and I.0 “Ş
t‰0 I.t. The reader is warned that I.0 does not coincide witht0u in general.
‚ For all x PM , we denote by xI, xy the set tt P k : x P I.tu.
A subset X is lower if X “ÓX, where ÓX :“ ty : Dx P X, y ď xu. An
ideal I of M is a lower subset of M such that x‘ y P I, for all x, y P I.
An ideal I is smooth if, for all F-sets F of M with infimum,
Ź
F P I
implies F X I ‰ H. An ideal I is right-continuous if I.t “ Şs"t I.s for
all t P k, and left-continuous if I.t “ Ťt"s I.s for all t P k.
The next proposition, which is inspired by the concept of Minkowski
functional (or gauge) in convex analysis and by a remark of Nguyen et
al. [52] on maxitive measures, provides a generic way of constructing a
linear form from an ideal. We first prove a useful lemma.
Lemma 4.5 (Compare with [40, Lemma 5.1]). Let k be an idempotent
semifield. Then kzt0u has an infimum, and
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‚ Źkzt0u “ 1 if and only if k “ t0, 1u,
‚ Źkzt0u “ 0 if and only if k ‰ t0, 1u.
Proof. If k “ t0, 1u, the result is clear, so suppose that k ‰ t0, 1u.
This implies the existence of some t P k, t ą 0 and t ‰ 1. To show
that 0 is the infimum of kzt0u, we pick some lower bound s of kzt0u,
and we assume that s ą 0. If s “ 1, the definition of s gives t ą 1,
hence 0 ă t´1 ă 1 “ s, a contradiction. As a consequence, s ‰ 1.
Since 1 P kzt0u, we have s ă 1, by definition of s. Hence, 0 ă s2 ă s,
another contradiction. We conclude that s “ 0, which proves that 0 is
the infimum of kzt0u whenever k ‰ t0, 1u. 
Proposition 4.6. Let k be an idempotent semifield, k ‰ t0, 1u, and
let I be an ideal (resp. a smooth ideal) of M such that, for all x P M ,
xI, xy is an F-set with infimum. Define v : M Ñ k by
(4.1) vpxq “
ľ
xI, xy,
for all x P M . If I is right-continuous, then I “ t1 ě vu and v is a
linear form (resp. a smooth linear form) on M .
Proof. If v is given by Equation (4.1) with a right-continuous ideal
I, then v is order-preserving, for if x ď y, y P I.t, and t ‰ 0, then
x.t´1 ď y.t´1 P I, so that x “ px.t´1q.t P I.t. Thus, one has tt P k :
x P I.tu Ą tt P k : y P I.tu, so that vpxq ď vpyq.
Now let us show that vpxq‘vpx1q ě vpx‘x1q. So let s " vpxq‘vpx1q.
Then s " vpxq, so there exists some t P k such that s ě t and x P I.t.
There is also some t1 with the corresponding properties with respect
to x1. Note that x, x1 P I.s, which implies x ‘ x1 P I.s. Since I is
right-continuous, we have x ‘ x1 P I.s0, where s0 :“ vpxq ‘ vpx1q. If
s0 “ 0, then x ‘ x1 P I.0, so that vpx ‘ x1q “ 0 “ s0 “ vpxq ‘ vpx1q
by definition of v. Otherwise, we can write x ‘ x1 “ y.s0, with y P I.
We thus have vpx‘ x1q “ vpyq.s0. Since y P I, vpyq ď 1. This leads to
vpx‘ x1q ď s0, i.e. vpx‘ x1q ď vpxq ‘ vpx1q.
For v to be a linear form, it remains to show that vpx.tq “ vpxq.t,
for all x PM , t P k. This step is not difficult and left to the reader.
It is clear that I Ă t1 ě vu. For the reverse inclusion, let x P t1 ě vu,
i.e. 1 ě vpxq. To prove that x P I, we use the right-continuity of I, i.e.
we show that x P I.s for all s " 1. We have s " vpxq “ ŹxI, xy. The
subset xI, xy is assumed to be an F-set, so s P xI, xy, i.e. x P I.s, which
is the desired result.
Suppose in addition that I is smooth, and let us show that v is
smooth. First recall that, if F is an F-set of M with infimum f0 and
t P kzt0u, then F.t´1 is an F-set such that ŹpF.t´1q “ f0.t´1. We
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obtain
vpf0q “
ľ
tt P kzt0u : f0 P I.tu
“
ľ
tt P kzt0u :
ľ
pF.t´1q P Iu
“
ľ ď
fPF
tt P kzt0u : f.t´1 P Iu,
since I is smooth. We deduce that vpf0q “ ŹfPF Źtt P kzt0u : f P
I.tu “ŹfPF vpfq, so v is smooth. 
When the range k of the map v is continuous, one can remove the as-
sumption of right-continuity of I. This leads to the converse statement
as follows.
Proposition 4.7. Assume that k is a (stably-)continuous cis. A map
v : M Ñ k is a (smooth) linear form on M if and only if there is some
(smooth) ideal I of M such that xI, xy is an F-set and
vpxq “
ľ
xI, xy,
for all x PM . In this case:
(1) I is right-continuous if and only if I “ tx PM : 1 ě vpxqu;
(2) I is left-continuous if and only if I “ tx PM : 1 " vpxqu.
Proof. At first we consider the case where k is a continuous cis. If v is
a linear form, define I :“ t1 ě vu. This is an ideal such that, for all
t ‰ 0, I.t “ tt ě vu, and, by Lemma 4.5, I.0 “ tx P M : vpxq “ 0u.
Since k is continuous, I is right-continuous. Moreover, xI, xy equals the
principal filter generated by vpxq, hence is an F-set, and vpxq “ŹxI, xy
for all x.
If k is stably-continuous and v is smooth, we can rather define I :“
t1 " vu. By hypothesis the way-above relation is additive, so that I is
an ideal. Also, I.t “ tt " vu by Lemma 3.1, and I.0 “ tx PM : vpxq “
0u since k is continuous. Left-continuity of I holds by the interpolation
property. Moreover, for all x, xI, xy “ ÒÒvpxq, which is an F-set whose
infimum is vpxq since k is continuous. Smoothness of I is a consequence
of the smoothness of v and of the fact that xI, xy is nonempty.
Conversely, assume that Equation (4.1) is satisfied, and let us show
that v is a linear form. Let J “ Şs"1 I.s. Then J is an ideal of M
containing I. We prove that, for all t P k,
(4.2) t ě vpxq ô x P J.t.
Using Lemma 4.5, it suffices to prove Equivalence (4.2) for t ‰ 0. If
t ě vpxq and s " 1, then st " t by Lemma 3.1, so st " vpxq. This
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gives x P I.st, hence x.t´1 P I.s, for all s " 1. By definition of J
we get x.t´1 P J , i.e. x P J.t. Now we suppose that x P J.t, and we
want to show that t ě vpxq. So let s " t. If u “ st´1, then u " 1
(see again Lemma 3.1), so xt´1 P I.u. Thus, x P I.s. The definition
of v implies s ě vpxq, for all s " t. By continuity of k we have
t ě vpxq. So Equivalence (4.2) is proved. This also shows that J is
right-continuous and that xJ, xy is an F-set whose infimum is vpxq, for
all x P M . By Proposition 4.6, v is a linear form, and, as in the proof
of Proposition 4.6, v is smooth if I is smooth.
To finish the proof, suppose again that v is a linear form defined by
Equation (4.1). If I is right-continuous, then the previous point implies
I “ J and I.t “ tt ě vu, for all t P k, so Item (1) is proved. If I is
left-continuous, the inclusion I Ą t1 " vu is clear, by definition of v
and ". If x P I, then x P I.s for some s P k such that 1 " s, by
left-continuity of I. This implies that s ě vpxq, so that 1 " vpxq, and
Item (2) is proved. 
Translation 4.8. Back to the three main instances of filter selections,
the assumptions of Proposition 4.7 translate as follows.
(1) xI, xy is an Up˚-set if and only if xI, xy is nonempty. This con-
dition is satisfied for all x P M as soon as I ‰ t0u and, for all
x, y PM with y ‰ 0, there exists some t P k with x ď y.t.
(2) xI, xy is a Fi-set if and only if xI, xy is nonempty. As above, this
condition is satisfied for all x P M as soon as I ‰ t0u and, for
all x, y PM with y ‰ 0, there exists some t P k with x ď y.t.
(3) xI, xy is a PFi-set if and only if xI, xy has a least element.
The last case leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 4.9. Let k be an idempotent semifield, k ‰ t0, 1u. A map
v : M Ñ k is a linear form on M if and only if there is some ideal I
of M such that
x P I.tðñ t ě vpxq,
for all x PM , t P k. In this case, I equals t1 ě vu.
Proof. Let F be the filter selection PFi that selects principal filters.
With this choice, k is continuous, and the way-above relation coincides
with ě, so that I is necessarily right-continuous. To conclude, use
Proposition 4.7. 
At this early stage, the reader may already understand, from the
previous proof, where the “paradox” evoked in the Introduction comes
from: no continuity assumption seems to be needed in the terms of
Corollary 4.9, but this is simply due to the fact that, with respect to
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the filter selection PFi, the cis k is always continuous. This will be made
even clearer in Section 5, where we shall deal with the representation
of continuous linear forms.
5. Continuous linear forms on a complete module
5.1. Continuity, residuation. In this section, we prove a represen-
tation theorem for continuous linear forms on a complete module. Let
F be a union-complete filter selection, and let M,N be modules over
an idempotent semifield k. A morphism f : M Ñ N is continuous if it
is smooth and such that, for every subset X ĂM with a supremum in
M , fpXq has a supremum in N satisfying fpÀXq “À fpXq.
Translation 5.1 (Continuity).
(1) If F “ Up˚, then a morphism is continuous if and only if it
preserves all existing infima and suprema.
(2) If F “ Fi, then a morphism is continuous if and only if it is bi-
Scott-continuous (this notion was called wo-continuity by Shpiz
[67]).
(3) If F “ PFi, then a morphism is continuous if and only if it
preserves all existing suprema (this notion of continuity is the
one adopted by Cohen et al. [16]; Litvinov et al. [40] and Shpiz
[67] called such a morphism a b-morphism).
We say that M is completable if, for all x PM , the map kÑM, t ÞÑ
x.t is a continuous morphism, i.e. if, for all x P M and all T Ă k with
supremum,
(5.1) x.
à
T “à
tPT
x.t,
and if for all x PM and all F-sets F of k with infimum,
(5.2) x.
ľ
F “
ľ
fPF
x.f.
Remark 5.2. Note that, if Equation (5.1) is satisfied for every T Ă k
with supremum, then Equation (5.2) is also satisfied for every F Ă k
with non-zero infimum (one does not need F be to an F-set in this case).
Hence in the definition of completability the role of Equation (5.2) is
to control the behaviour of k Ñ M, t ÞÑ x.t around zero. Therefore,
the case F “ Up˚ is demanding, while with F “ PFi this behaviour is
unconstrained.
Also, M is complete if it is completable and such that every upper-
bounded subset (resp. every F-set) has a supremum (resp. an infimum).
In Section 7, Theorem 7.1 will define the concept of normal completion
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of a completable module and show that completability is equivalent to
embeddability into a complete module.
A map f : M Ñ N between k-modules M,N is residuated if there
exists a (necessarily unique) map f# : N Ñ M , called the adjoint of
f , and satisfying
x ď f#pyq ðñ y ě fpxq,
for all x P M , y P N . Residuated maps are related to Galois con-
nections, see Erné et al. [22]. A residuated form on M is a homo-
geneous residuated map from M to k. A map v : M Ñ k is non-
degenerate if tx P M : 1 ě vpxqu is upper-bounded. For instance the
map M Q x ÞÑ 0 P k is a non-degenerate (continuous) linear form if
and only if M has a greatest element.
Lemma 5.3. Let M be a complete module over a cis k. Then a map
v : M Ñ k is a smooth residuated form if and only if it is a non-
degenerate continuous linear form.
Proof. Necessity is clear. For sufficiency, let v be a non-degenerate
continuous linear form, and let w : k Ñ M, t ÞÑÀtx P M : t ě vpxqu.
This map is well-defined since v is non-degenerate and homogeneous.
If t ě vpxq, then x ď wptq by definition of w. Conversely, if x ď wptq,
then vpxq ď vpwptqq, and since v preserves arbitrary existing suprema,
vpxq ď Àtvpx1q : x1 P M, t ě vpx1qu ď t. This proves that w is the
adjoint of v, hence v is a (smooth) residuated form. 
Remark 5.4. If F “ PFi, the previous lemma identifies residuated
forms with non-degenerate b-linear functionals in the sense of Litvinov
et al. [40].
5.2. Archimedean elements and scalar product. As explained in
the paragraph after Lemma 3.1, a cis k has no greatest element. How-
ever, we can conventionally add a top J to k and define k “ k Y tJu.
Naturally extending ‘ and ˆ to k by t‘J “ J‘ t “ J, t.J “ J.t “ J
if t ‰ 0, and 0.J “ J.0 “ 0, we see that k has the structure of a com-
plete dioid. We also define J´1 “ 0 and 0´1 “ J. If x, c P M , we
let
xzc “àtt P k : c ě x.tu
whenever this set is upper-bounded, and xzc “ J otherwise. Also, the
infimum of the subset Fcpxq “ tt P k : c.t ě xu in k is denoted by
xc, xy, and one can easily check that
xc, xy “ pxzcq´1,
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for all x, c PM . We are interested in conditions on c ensuring that the
map x ÞÑ xc, xy is a continuous or a residuated linear form on M . So
we need the
Definition 5.5. Let M be a module over an idempotent semifield k.
An element c P M is called archimedean if both following conditions
are satisfied:
‚ the subset Fcpxq is nonempty for all x PM ,
‚ if the infimum of Fcpxq is zero, then Fcpxq Ą kzt0u,
where Fcpxq denotes the subset tt P k : c.t ě xu.
The first condition implies that the bracket xc, xy is well-defined in
k for all x P M . The second condition may seem unnatural and so
deserves some explanation. First observe that it will automatically be
satisfied in any of the following standard situations:
‚ if F P tUp˚,Fiu and M is completable,
‚ if the cis k is continuous with respect Fi,
‚ in particular if k is a totally ordered cis (e.g. k “ Rmax` ).
To see how it works, let us suppose in the following lines that M
is a completable module over a cis k, and that c is such that Fcpxq
is nonempty for all x P M . How far is then x ÞÑ xc, xy from being a
residuated map?
If xc, xy is non-zero, then the infimum of the subset Fcpxq is reached
(see Remark 5.2), so that c.xc, xy ě x or, in other words,
(5.3) x ď c.tðñ t ě xc, xy,
for all t P k. However, this equivalence is no longer guaranteed if
xc, xy “ 0. This is where a “smooth” behaviour of k Ñ M, t ÞÑ x.t
around zero is needed, in accordance with Remark 5.2; so at this stage
we must distinguish between the different filter selections.
The important fact is that the subset Fcpxq is always filtered (if
nonempty) by Equation (3.1). This makes Fi the most natural filter
selection to use on k-modules. As a consequence, if F P tUp˚,Fiu,
Equivalence (5.3) is satisfied by completability ofM , even if xc, xy “ 0.
Thus, the second condition in Definition 5.5 is fullfilled, and the map
x ÞÑ xc, xy is residuated. Moreover, xc, xy “ 0 implies x “ 0.
The case F “ PFi is more delicate. We might include in the definition
of c that Fcpxq be an F-set, so here a principal filter; but this would
imply that xc, xy ‰ 0 whenever x ‰ 0, a property that is not desirable
for applications (see e.g. the case of the Riesz representation theorem
in Section 9). That is why we introduced a second ad hoc condition
in the definition of an archimedean element. The following proposition
gives sufficient conditions on k for this condition to hold.
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Proposition 5.6. Let k be an idempotent semifield. Consider the fol-
lowing conditions:
(1) 1 is way-above 0 with respect to Fi;
(2) there is a t P k way-above 0 with respect to Fi;
(3) every filter with a zero infimum contains kzt0u;
(4) every unbounded ideal coincides with k;
(5) k is continuous with respect to Fi;
(6) k is totally ordered;
Then (6) ñ (5) ñ (4) ô (3) ô (2) ô (1). If any of these conditions
is satisfied, then
‚ k is join-continuous (with respect to Fi), i.e. satisfies s‘ŹF “Źps‘ F q for all filters F and s P k;
‚ the second condition of Definition 5.5 always holds;
‚ for all t P kzt0u and s ă 1, there is some n P N such that
t ě sn.
An archimedean element c of M is strongly archimedean if t " s
implies c.t " c.s for all s, t P k. For an archimedean element c, the map
x ÞÑ xc, xy is smooth only if c is strongly archimedean; the converse
statement holds as soon as k is continuous.
The following result justifies the term scalar product for the bracket
x¨, ¨y (see also Cohen et al. [16, Section 3] for more on this topic; note
that these authors preferred to call scalar product the bracket p¨z¨q
rather than x¨, ¨y).
Lemma 5.7. Let M,N be modules over a cis k, and let f : M Ñ N
be a (smooth) residuated linear map. If c is a (strongly) archimedean
element of N then f#pcq is a (strongly) archimedean element of M ,
and we have
xc, fpxqy “ xf#pcq, xy,
for all x PM , where f# denotes the upper adjoint of f .
Proof. If t P kzt0u, we have c.t ě fpxq ô c ě fpx.t´1q ô f#pcq ě
x.t´1 ô f#pcq.t ě x. Since c is archimedean, Fcpfpxqq contains some
non-zero element, so that Ff#pcqpxq is nonempty, so the first condition
for f#pcq to be archimedean is checked. Now if the subset Ff#pcqpxq has
zero infimum, then either it contains 0 (and in this case x “ 0 so that
Ff#pcqpxq “ kq or it does not. In the latter case, the series of equivalence
at the beginning of the proof shows that Ff#pcqpxq “ Fcpfpxqqzt0u.
This implies that Fcpfpxqq has zero infimum, thus contains kzt0u since
c is archimedean. Therefore, Ff#pcqpxq also contains kzt0u, and we
have proved that f#pcq is archimedean. Using again the equivalence
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c.t ě fpxq ô f#pcq.t ě x for all t P kzt0u, we deduce that t ě
xc, fpxqy ô t ě xf#pcq, xy for all t P kzt0u, so
xc, fpxqy “ xf#pcq, xy.
For the rest of the proof, assume that f is smooth and that c is
strongly archimedean. Let t " s, and let us show that f#pcq.t "
f#pcq.s. For this purpose, let F be an F-set of M with infimum such
that f#pcq.s ěŹF . Then f#pc.sq ěŹF , hence c.s ě fpŹF q. Since
f is smooth, this implies that c.s ě Ź fpF q. Since ÒfpF q is an F-set
of k and c.t ě c.s, we obtain c.t ě fpxq for some x P F . This gives
f#pcq.t “ f#pc.tq ě x, and the result is proved. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.8 (Compare [40, Theorems 5.1-5.2], [16, Corollary 39]).
Suppose that M is a complete module over a continuous cis k, and let
v : M Ñ k. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) v is a smooth residuated form on M ,
(2) v is a non-degenerate continuous linear form on M ,
(3) vp¨q “ xc, ¨y, for some strongly archimedean element c PM .
If these conditions are satisfied, then c is unique and equals the supre-
mum of the set tx PM : 1 ě vpxqu.
Proof. Equivalence between (1) and (2) is given by Lemma 5.3, and
the implication (3) ñ (1) was the purpose of Paragraph 5.2. So let
us prove that (1) implies (3). Let v be a smooth residuated form on
M . Define c as the supremum of the set tx P M : 1 ě vpxqu, i.e.
c “ v#p1q, where v# is the adjoint of v. If one notices that 1 is a
strongly archimedean element in k, then c is a strongly archimedean
element in M by Lemma 5.7, and one has
x1, vpxqy “ xv#p1q, xy,
for all x P M , that is vpxq “ xc, xy, for all x P M . Uniqueness is
deduced from the fact that x ď cô 1 ě xc, xy. 
Example 5.9 (Example 4.2 continued). We introduced the linear form
v on Mµ,σ,ξ defined by vpxq “ p1 ` ξ x´µσ q1{ξ if ξ is non-zero, vpxq “
exppx´µ
σ
q otherwise. An easy computation shows that µ is the supre-
mum of tx P Mµ,σ,ξ : 1 ě vpxqu, and that vpxq “ xµ, xy for all
x P Mµ,σ ξ. Moreover, µ is strongly archimedean (with respect to
F “ Up˚), for if t ą s, then µ.t “ µ ` σ tξ´1
ξ
ą µ.s if ξ is non-zero,
and µ.t “ µ ` σ logptq ą µ.s otherwise. Hence, v is a smooth residu-
ated form on Mµ,σ,ξ (where smoothness is understood with respect to
F “ Up˚).
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This theorem upgrades a result by Cohen et al. [16, Corollary 39] de-
duced from a geometric Hahn–Banach type theorem [16, Theorem 34].
A different formulation will be proved in Section 8, in the framework
of module extensions. As for now, we use Theorem 5.8 to reprove the
Radon–Nikodym theorem for the Shilkret integral.
6. The Radon–Nikodym theorem: a different perspective
We come back to the Radon–Nikodym theorem for the Shilkret in-
tegral surveyed in [56, Chapter I]; here we deduce this result from the
order-theoretical developments of the previous section. See [56, Chap-
ters I-II] for definitions and notations related to maxitive measures.
The filter selection used throughout this section is PFi, i.e. the one
that selects principal filters.
6.1. Complements on σ-complete modules. The next result pre-
pares applications to the Radon–Nikodym theorem. It gives sufficient
conditions on a module M over a cis k in order that every linear form
on M be continuous. The module M is σ-complete if every upper-
bounded countable subset has a supremum and if M is completable,
i.e. if
x.
à
T “à
tPT
x.t,
for all x PM , T Ă k with supremum. We say that M is σ-principal if
every upper-bounded σ-ideal is principal, i.e. of the form Óx for some
x PM . A subset G of M is generating if, for all x PM , x “À ÓxXG.
Also, the module is countably generated if there exists a generating
subset G such that Ó x X G is countable, for all x P M . A linear
form v on M is σ-continuous if, for every countable subset X Ă M
admitting a supremum in M , vpXq has a supremum in k satisfying
vpÀXq “À vpXq.
Proposition 6.1. Let M be a σ-complete module over a cis k.
(1) If M is countably generated, then M is σ-principal.
(2) If M is σ-principal, then M is complete and every σ-continuous
linear form is continuous.
Proof. (1) Assume that M is countably generated by some subset G.
Let I be an upper-bounded σ-ideal of M . If u is an upper-bound of I,
the subset I X G is included in the countable subset Óu X G, hence is
countable. So let x :“ ÀG X I P I. It is easily seen that x “ À I,
hence I “Óx, i.e. I is a principal ideal.
(2) Assume that M is σ-principal, and let X be an upper-bounded
subset of M . The σ-ideal I generated by X is made up of elements
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lower than joins of countable subsets of X. Since I is upper-bounded,
it is principal, so we have I “Óx for some x P I, and x is of the form
x “ÀG for some countable subset G ofX. Thus, we have x “ÀG “À
I “ ÀX, so that M is complete. Moreover, if v : M Ñ k is a σ-
continuous linear form, then vpÀXq “ vpÀGq “À vpGq ďÀ vpXq,
hence v is continuous. 
6.2. Maxitive measures as linear forms. Let E be a semi-σ-algebra
on some nonempty set E and ν, τ be σ-maxitive measures on E . We
shall assume that ν is finite and absolutely continuous with respect to
τ , in symbols ν % τ . In order to apply the results of Section 5, we
merely want to get rid of the collection of τ -negligible subsets. We
could consider the quotient space E {τ , but this would not give us the
structure of module over the idempotent semifield Rmax` “ pR`,max,ˆq
that we need. A better idea is the following.
Let E ν` “ L 1`pE,E , νq be the set of all ν-integrable lsm maps g : E Ñ
R`. A map n in E ν` is τ -negligible if the subset tn ą 0u is τ -negligible.
We define on E ν` the equivalence relation xy by fxyg if and only if, for
some τ -negligible map n, we have f ‘ n “ g ‘ n. We denote by xgy
the equivalence class of a g P E ν`. Then the quotient set M :“ E ν`{τ :“
E ν`{xy is a σ-complete module over Rmax` with external multiplication
f .t :“ xt.fy and countable addition À8j“1 gj “ xÀ8j“1 gjy, for all t P R`
and f “ xfy,gj “ xgjy PM. The induced partial order is f ď g if and
only if tf ą gu is τ -negligible. The reader can check that the previous
definitions do not depend on the choice of the representatives f , g, etc.
Recall that τ on E is localizable if, for each σ-ideal I of E , there
exists some L P E such that
‚ SzL is τ -negligible, for all S P I ,
‚ if there is some G P E such that SzG is τ -negligible for all
S P I , then LzG is τ -negligible.
In this case, I is said to be localized in L.
Proposition 6.2. Let ν, τ be σ-maxitive measures on E . Assume that
ν is finite and such that ν % τ . Then τ is localizable (resp. σ-principal)
if and only if E ν`{τ is a complete module (resp. a σ-principal module).
Proof. A preliminary remark is that, since ν is finite, the lsm map 1G
is ν-integrable for all G P E . Assume that M “ E ν`{τ is a complete
module, and let I be a σ-ideal of E . Then the σ-ideal I generated by
tx1Sy : S P I u is upper-bounded (by x1Ey) in M. Hence there is some
f P E ν` such that xfy is the supremum of I. In particular, if S P I ,
there is some τ -negligible lsm map n such that 1S ď f ‘ n, so that
S Ă L Y tn ą 0u, where L :“ tf ą 2´1u. As a consequence, SzL is
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τ -negligible for all S P I . To show that I is localized in L, let G P E
such that SzG is τ -negligible for all S P I . Then x1Gy is an upper-
bound of I, so that xfy ď x1Gy by definition of f . Since 2´1.1L ď f ,
we deduce that LzG is τ -negligible, hence that τ is localizable.
If M is σ-principal, we can impose L to belong to I and to be such
that x1Ly generates I. Then L generates I , and this proves that τ is
σ-principal.
Conversely, suppose that τ is localizable, and let I be an upper-
bounded σ-ideal of M. If q P Q`, let Iq “ ttf ą qu : xfy P Iu.
This is a σ-ideal, hence it is localized in some Lq P E . Let xgy be an
upper-bound of I. Then Sztg ą qu is τ -negligible, for all S P Iq and
all q P Q`. Since Iq is localized in Lq we deduce that Lqztg ą qu is
τ -negligible. This implies that the map ` defined by ` “ÀqPQ` q.1Lq is
ν-integrable and satisfies x`y ď xgy. To show that x`y is the supremum
of I, it suffices to prove that x`y is an upper-bound of I. If xfy P I, there
exists some τ -negligible subset Nq P E such that tf ą qu Ă Lq Y Nq.
If n “ÀqPQ q.1Nq , then tn ą 0u Ă ŤqPQ` Nq, so n is τ -negligible. We
have f ď `‘n, so that xfy ď x`y. This proves that x`y is the supremum
of I, and that M is complete.
If τ is σ-principal, then the set Lq can be choosen of the form t`q ą
qu, where x`qy P I. It can be seen that ` and ÀqPQ` `q are equivalent,
so that x`y “ xÀqPQ` `qy P I. This shows that I is principal, so that
M is a σ-principal module. 
We denote by v the map induced by ν on M, i.e.
vpfq “
ż 8
f dν,
for all f “ xfy P M. Since E ν` demands ν-integrable maps, we have
vpfq ă 8, so v is a σ-continuous linear form on M. We shall say that
ν is τ -continuous if v is continuous. As a corollary of Theorem 5.8 we
have the following result. Recall that a map g : E Ñ R` is upper-
semimeasurable or usm if tg ă tu P E for all t P R`.
Theorem 6.3. Let ν, τ be σ-maxitive measures on E . Assume that ν is
finite and τ is localizable. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
‚ ν % τ and ν is τ -continuous,
‚ ν has a usm relative density with respect to τ .
Proof. Since ν is finite and τ is localizable, M “ E ν`{τ is a complete
module by Proposition 6.2. From the identity xc, fy “ÀτxPE fpxqcpxq , which
holds for all f “ xfy, c “ xcy PM, we deduce that ν has a usm relative
density with respect to τ if and only if there is some c PM such that
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vp¨q “ xc, ¨y. This situation implies that ν % τ and ν is τ -continuous
by Theorem 5.8.
For the converse statement, assume that ν % τ and ν is τ -continuous.
We only have to prove that v is non-degenerate, for then Theorem 5.8
gives the desired result. So let f P E ν` such that vpfq ď 1, where
f “ xfy. Then, for all rational numbers q ą 0, the subset tf ą qu
is in the σ-ideal Iq “ tG P E : νpGq ď q´1u. Since τ is localizable,
Iq is localized in some Lq P E , and since ν is τ -continuous, we have
νpLqq ď q´1. As a consequence, the map g “ ÀqPQ` q.1Lq is lsm, ν-
integrable (with
ş8
g dν ď 1), and such that xfy ď xgy. This proves
that the subset tf PM : 1 ě vpfqu is upper-bounded in M, i.e. that v
is non-degenerate. 
Corollary 6.4. Let ν, τ be σ-maxitive measures on E . Assume that τ
is σ-principal. Then ν % τ if and only if ν has a usm relative density
with respect to τ .
Proof. We first suppose that ν is finite. If τ is σ-principal, then E ν`{τ
is a σ-principal module by Proposition 6.2. By Proposition 6.1, ν is τ -
continuous and τ is localizable. So Theorem 6.3 applies, and ν admits
a usm relative density with respect to τ . In the case where ν is non-
finite, we replace ν by ν1 : B ÞÑ arctan νpBq, which has a usm relative
density c1 with respect to τ . Therefore, tan c1 is a usm relative density
of ν with respect to τ . 
Example 6.5. Let E be a topological space, E be the collection G of
open subsets of E, and τ “ δ#. Then δ# is localizable and ν % δ#, for
all maxitive measures ν on G . Moreover, ν is δ#-continuous if and only
if ν is completely maxitive if and only if ν has a usc cardinal density.
Also, δ# is σ-principal if and only if every subset of E is Lindelöf (then
E is usually said to be hereditarily Lindelöf, a property that is implied
by second-countability), in which case every ν on G has a cardinal
density.
To conclude this section we propose a new proof of the Sugeno–
Murofushi theorem, which is a Radon–Nikodym like theorem for the
Shilkret integral (see [56, Theorem I-6.4]).
Theorem 6.6 (Sugeno–Murofushi). Let ν, τ be σ-maxitive measures
on a σ-algebra B. Assume that τ is σ-finite and σ-principal. Then
ν % τ if and only if there exists some B-measurable map c : E Ñ R`
such that
νpBq “
ż 8
B
c dτ,
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for all B P B. If these conditions are satisfied, then c is unique τ -
almost everywhere.
Proof. If ν % τ , then by Corollary 6.4 there are B-measurable maps
c1, c2 : E Ñ R` such that νpBq “ÀτxPB c1pxq and τpBq “ÀτxPB c2pxq,
for all B P B. Since τ is σ-finite, one can choose a map c2 that takes
only finite values (see [56, Proposition I-6.1]). Using the fact that
τptc2 “ 0uq “ 0, it is easy to show that νp¨q “
ş8
¨ c dτ on B, where
c is the measurable map defined by cpxq “ c1pxq{c2pxq if c2pxq ‰ 0,
cpxq “ 0 otherwise. 
7. Completable modules and the normal completion
7.1. The normal completion of a completable module. The fol-
lowing theorem defines the concept of normal completion of a com-
pletable module, alias Dedekind–MacNeille completion or completion
by cuts. See e.g. Erné [19] for the normal completion of quasiordered
sets.
Theorem 7.1. Let k be an idempotent semifield. A k-module is com-
pletable if and only if it can be continuously embedded into a complete
k-module.
Sketch of the proof. Sufficiency is obvious. For necessity, let M be a
completable k-module. We follow the usual Dedekind–MacNeille com-
pletion method for partially ordered sets. If X Ă M , we write XÓ
(resp. XÒ) for the subset of lower (resp. upper) bounds of X in M ,
and we write XÒÓ instead of pXÒqÓ. A subset X of M is closed if
XÒÓ “ X, and proper if either X ‰ M or M has a greatest element.
Let N pMq be the collection of all proper closed subsets X of M . If
X ‘X 1 :“ pX YX 1qÒÓ for all proper closed subsets X,X 1, then X ‘X 1
is closed, proper (to prove this, note that a closed subset is proper if
and only if it is upper-bounded) and pN pMq,‘, t0uq is a commutative
idempotent monoid. The partial order induced by ‘ on N pMq is the
inclusion, i.e. X ď X 1 ô X Ă X 1. For the external multiplication we
let X.t :“ tx.t : x P Xu if t ‰ 0 and X.0 “ t0u, and one can check that
X.t is proper closed for all proper closed subsets X. Also, since M is
completable, the following relations hold:
pX ‘X 1q.t “ X.t‘X 1.t,
X.
à
T “à
tPT
X.t,
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for all X,X 1 P N pMq, t P k and T Ă k with supremum, and
X.
ľ
F “
ľ
fPF
X.f,
for all X P N pMq and F-sets F in k with infimum. Thus, N pMq is a
completable k-module, which is actually complete forà
jPJ
Xj “ p
ď
jPJ
XjqÒÓ,
for all upper-bounded families pXjqjPJ of proper closed subsets. Note
that the infimum in N pMq satisfiesľ
jPJ
Xj “
č
jPJ
Xj,
for all families pXjqjPJ of proper closed subsets.
To embed M into N pMq, let iM : M Ñ N pMq, x ÞÑÓ x. This
map iM is well defined, for Óx is proper closed for all x P M . Clearly,
we have iMpx.tq “ iMpxq.t and iMpx ‘ yq “ iMpxq ‘ iMpyq for all
x, y P M and t P k, so that iM is an injective morphism. Moreover,
for all subsets X of M with supremum (resp. with infimum), we have
iMpÀXq “ À iMpXq (resp. iMpŹXq “ Ź iMpXq), so that iM is
continuous. 
Remark 7.2. If F “ PFi, then a module is completable if and only if
it is b-regular in the sense of Litvinov et al. [40, Definition 3.9].
Remark 7.3. Identifying M and iMpMq, every element of N pMq can
be expressed as a supremum (resp. an infimum) of elements of M . In
particular, every element of N pMq is upper-bounded by some element
of M .
Remark 7.4. Every idempotent semifield considered as a module over
itself is completable. However, an idempotent semifield can be embed-
ded into a complete idempotent semifield if and only if it is commuta-
tive (see Remark 3.2).
7.2. Cut-stability and extensions. In this paragraph we give two
categorical results on the normal completion. Since every t0, 1u-module
is completable, they extend that of Erné [19].
Erné introduced the concept of cut-stability, that we modify as fol-
lows. A map f : M Ñ N is lower cut-stable if
fpXÒqÓ “ fpXqÒÓ,
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for all subsets X of M , and cut-stable if it is lower cut-stable and such
that
fpF ÓqÒ “ fpF qÓÒ,
for all F-sets F of M . For instance, the map iM that embeds a com-
pletable module into its normal completion (see the proof of Theo-
rem 7.1) is cut-stable. Note that every cut-stable morphism is contin-
uous.
Proposition 7.5 (Compare with [19, Theorem 3.1]). Let k be an idem-
potent semifield. A morphism f between completable k-modules M and
N is lower cut-stable if and only if there exists a (unique) morphism
N pfq between the normal completions N pMq and N pNq that pre-
serves arbitrary existing suprema and extending f , i.e. such that the
following diagram commutes:
M
f - N
N pMq
iM
? N pfq- N pNq
iN
?
Moreover, in the cases F “ Up˚ and F “ PFi, the morphism f is cut-
stable if and only if N pfq is continuous, and the normal completion
extends to a functor N on the category of completable k-modules with
continuous morphisms.
Proof. Analogous to that of [19, Theorem 3.1]. 
Remark 7.6. In the case F “ Fi, it is only possible to say that N pfq
preserves infima of filters of N pMq of the form FF “ tX P N pMq :
X X F ‰ Hu, with F a filter of M . This is not enough to make N pfq
smooth (i.e. continuous) in general.
The following universal property of the normal completion is deduced
immediately.
Corollary 7.7 (Compare with [19, Corollary 3.2]). Let k be an idem-
potent semifield. A morphism f from a completable k-module M into
a complete k-module N is lower cut-stable if and only if there exists
a (unique) morphism from N pMq into N arbitrary existing suprema
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and extending f , i.e. such that the following diagram commutes:
M
f
- N
N pMq
iM
?
N pfq
-
Moreover, in the cases F “ Up˚ and F “ PFi, the morphism f is cut-
stable if and only if N pfq is continuous.
We call a pair M{M an extension over k (we shall also speak of the
extension M of M over k) if M is a complete module over k and M
is a submodule of M . In this situation, M is necessarily completable.
The extension is short if, for all y P M , there is some x P M such
that y ď x. This condition restricts the “size” of M and will reveal its
importance in the next section. Also, the extension is cut-stable if the
map i : M Q x ÞÑ x PM is cut-stable; in this case, if a subset (resp. an
F-set) ofM has a supremum (resp. an infimum) inM , then it coincides
with its supremum (resp. its infimum) inM . For a completable module
M , the normal completion leads to a short and cut-stable extension
N pMq{iMpMq (see Remark 7.3).
Example 7.8. Let E be a Hausdorff topological space, let Cc` be the
set of compactly-supported continuous maps from E to R`, and let L`
be the set of lower-semicontinuous maps from E to R`. Then L`{Cc`
is an extension over Rmax` that is neither short nor cut-stable in general.
Figure 1 gives a sequence of continuous functions on E “ r0, 1s, whose
supremum is x ÞÑ 1 in Cc` , and is x ÞÑ 1p0,1qpxq in L`.
8. Residuated forms on a module extension
This section is expressed in the language PFi of principal filters, and
M{M is an extension over an idempotent semifield k. Henceforth, all
suprema of subsets of M or M are taken in M . A map v : M Ñ k is
residuated on M{M if there exists a map w : kÑM satisfying
(8.1) x ď wptq ðñ t ě vpxq,
for all x P M , t P k. In this case, there exists a least map w such that
Equivalence (8.1) holds, called the adjoint of v with respect to M{M ,
denoted by v#, and defined by
v#ptq “àtx PM : t ě vpxqu,
for all t P k, where the supremum is taken in M .
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Figure 1. A nondecreasing sequence of continuous
functions on r0, 1s.
Lemma 8.1. A map that is residuated on a short extension of M is
residuated on each extension of M .
Proof. Let M{M be a short extension. Consider the following commu-
tative diagram:
M
i
- M
N pMq
iM
?
i
-
where i is defined by ipXq “ÀX. Let v : M Ñ k be a residuated map
on M{M . Then v admits an adjoint v# : kÑM . We first show that v
is residuated onN pMq{M . If t P k, the subset It “ tx PM : t ě vpxqu
is upper-bounded (by v#ptq) inM , hence also inM sinceM{M is short.
Thus, It admits a supremum inN pMq, that we denote by wptq. Since i
preserves arbitrary existing suprema, ipwptqq “Àtx P M : t ě vpxqu,
where the supremum is taken in M . Thus, i ˝ w “ v#. We show
that Equivalence (8.1) holds. Clearly, t ě vpxq implies x ď wptq.
Conversely, assume that x ď wptq. Composing by i, we get x ď v#ptq,
so that t ě vpxq. This proves that v is residuated on N pMq{M .
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Now let M˜{M be some extension of M , and consider the related
commutative diagram:
M
j
- M˜
N pMq
iM
?
j˜
-
where j : M Q x ÞÑ x P M˜ and j˜ : X ÞÑÀX. Then one can show that
x ď j˜ ˝ wptq ô t ě vpxq,
for all x PM, t P k, so v is residuated on M˜{M . 
We define a residuated form on M{M as a homogeneous residuated
map on M{M . A map v : M Ñ k is non-degenerate on M{M if
tx PM : 1 ě vpxqu has an upper-bound in M .
Lemma 8.2. Let M{M be a short extension over a cis k. We suppose
that every element of M can be expressed as the supremum in M of
elements of M . Then a map v : M Ñ k is a residuated form on M{M
if and only if v is non-degenerate on M{M and extends to a residuated
form on M .
M
v
- k
M
i
?
v¯
-
Proof. Let v be a residuated form on M{M with adjoint v# : kÑ M .
Then tx P M : 1 ě vpxqu is upper-bounded (by v#p1q) in M , so v is
non-degenerate onM{M . Moreover, if y PM , then y is upper-bounded
by some x P M since M{M is short, so the subset tt P k : y ď v#ptqu
of k, which contains t “ vpxq, is nonempty. Thus, we can define the
map v : M Ñ k by vpyq “ Źtt P k : y ď v#ptqu. Since every element
of M can be expressed as the supremum in M of elements of M , we
have
y ď v#ptq ô t ě vpyq,
for all y PM, t P k. So we obtain that v is a residuated form on M .
Conversely, assume that a map v : M Ñ k is non-degenerate on
M{M and extends to a residuated form v on M . If w is the adjoint of
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v (with respect to M{M), then
x ď wptq ô t ě vpxq,
for all x PM, t P k, so v is a residuated form on M{M . 
With respect to the filter selection PFi, we say that an element c PM
is archimedean in M{M if
‚ the subset Fcpxq is nonempty for all x PM ,
‚ if the infimum of Fcpxq is zero, then Fcpxq Ą kzt0u,
where Fcpxq denotes the subset tt P k : c.t ě xu. The next lemma can
be proved along the same lines as Lemma 5.7.
Lemma 8.3. LetM{M be an extension over a cis k, and let v : M Ñ k
be a residuated form on M{M . Then the supremum of tx P M : 1 ě
vpxqu is archimedean in M{M .
The innovation of this section mainly relies on highlighting the role of
the following concept in the representation of continuous linear forms.
An extension M{M is meet-continuous if
x^à I “à ÓxX I,
for all x PM and all ideals I of M with an upper-bound in M .
Example 8.4 (Example 7.8 continued). Let E be a topological space.
We still denote by L` the set of lower-semicontinuous maps from E to
R`. If M is some submodule of the set of continuous maps from E to
R`, then the extension L`{M is meet-continuous. Before proving this
assertion, note that the supremum in L` coincides with the pointwise
supremum. Now let f PM and let I be an ideal inM . We want to show
that f ^À I ďÀ Óf X I, i.e. that fpxq ^ÀgPI gpxq ďÀhPI,hďf hpxq.
For this purpose, let s ă fpxq ^ÀgPI gpxq. There is some g P I such
that s ă fpxq ^ gpxq. Then the map h “ f ^ g is continuous, is in I
and satisfies h ď f and s ă hpxq, so the claim follows.
A map f : M Ñ k is continuous onM{M if, for every subset X ĂM
such that
À
X PM , fpXq has a supremum in k satisfying fpÀXq “À
fpXq. If x PM and c PM , we write xc, xy for the infimum of tt P k :
c.t ě xu whenever this set is nonempty, and xc, xy “ J otherwise. The
following theorem shows that, under conditions different than those of
Theorem 5.8, the representation vp¨q “ xc, ¨y still holds, at the price
that c no longer needs to belong to M . But it is actually important to
authorize c to be outside M , in order to encompass the (idempotent)
Riesz representation theorem (see Theorem 9.3 below).
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Theorem 8.5. Suppose thatM{M is a meet-continuous extension over
a cis k, and let v : M Ñ k be a linear form on M . Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) v is residuated on M{M ,
(2) v is non-degenerate continuous on M{M ,
(3) vp¨q “ xc, ¨y, for some archimedean element c in M{M .
If any of these conditions is satisfied, then the supremum of t1 ě vu in
M is the least c satisfying vp¨q “ xc, ¨y.
Proof. Assume that v is non-degenerate and continuous. Let t P k and
It “ tx P M : t ě vpxqu. Clearly It is an ideal, let wptq denote its
supremum in M . To prove that v is residuated on M{M , we have to
show that, if x PM and x ď wptq, then t ě vpxq, i.e. x P It. If M{M is
meet-continuous, then x “ x^wptq “ x^À It “À ÓxX It PM , and
using the fact that v is continuous we get vpxq “ÀyPÓxXIt vpyq ď t, i.e.
x P It. This proves that (2) implies (1), and the converse implication
is clear. The equivalence between (1) and (3) can be proved along the
same lines as in the proof of Theorem 5.8. 
Remark 8.6. If every element ofM can be expressed as the supremum
inM of elements ofM , there is a unique such element c in the previous
theorem. Indeed, assume that, for some archimedean elements b, c in
M{M , we have xb, xy “ xc, xy for all x P M . Then x ď b ô 1 ě
xb, xy ô 1 ě xc, xy ô x ď c, for all x P M , so that Ób XM “Óc XM .
This implies that b “À ÓbXM “À ÓcXM “ c.
As a direct application, we shall reprove an idempotent version of
the Riesz representation theorem in Section 9.
9. The Riesz representation theorem
In this section, we aim at proving Riesz representation theorems for
the Shilkret integral with the help of Theorem 8.5. The filter selection
implicitly used here is PFi, i.e. the one that selects principal filters.
Let E be a Hausdorff topological space, G (resp. B) be the collec-
tion of open subsets (resp. Borel subsets) of E, and Cc` be the set of
nonnegative compactly-supported continuous maps from E to R`. The
next theorem is of historical importance, for (part of) it was originally
stated by Choquet [15, Paragraph 53.1] without proof; the first proof
is due to Kolokoltsov and Maslov [36, Theorem 1]. The reader can also
refer to Puhalskii [59, Theorem 1.7.21].
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Lemma 9.1 (Urysohn). Let E be a locally-compact Hausdorff space. If
K Ă U Ă E with K compact and U open, then there exists a compactly-
supported continuous map f : E Ñ r0, 1s such that fpxq “ 1 for all
x P K and tx P E : fpxq ą 0u Ă U .
Proof. This is customarily proved by using the fact that the one-point
compactification of E is a normal space, see e.g. Aliprantis and Border
[4, Corollary 2.74]. 
Lemma 9.2. Let E be a locally-compact Hausdorff space. Every lower-
semicontinuous map g : E Ñ R` is a supremum of elements of Cc` .
Proof. Let s P R` and x P E be such that s ă gpxq. Since tg ą su is
an open subset, there is some f1 P Cc` such that s ă f1pxq ă gpxq and
f1 “ 0 on tg ď su, by Urysohn’s lemma. Now tg ą f1u is also open, so
there is some f2 P Cc` such that f2pxq “ f1pxq and f2 “ 0 on tg ď f1u.
This proves that the map fs,x “ f1 ^ f2 is in Cc` and satisfies fs,x ď g
and s ă fs,xpxq. As a consequence, one can see that g is the pointwise
supremum of all such maps fs,x. 
Theorem 9.3 (Improves [59, Theorem 1.7.21]). Let E be a locally-
compact Hausdorff space, and let V : Cc` Ñ R` be a linear form on
Cc` . Then there exists a unique regular maxitive measure ν on B such
that
V pfq “
ż 8
f dν,
for all f P Cc` . Moreover, ν takes finite values on compact subsets of
E.
Proof. The functional V is a linear form on the Rmax` -module Cc` .
If M “ L` is the module of R`-valued lower-semicontinuous maps
and M “ Cc` , then M{M is a meet-continuous extension by Exam-
ple 8.4, so Theorem 8.5 applies if we show that V is continuous and
non-degenerate on M{M . Non-degeneracy of V on M{M is ensured
by the existence of arbitrary suprema in M . For the continuity of
V , let pfjqjPJ be a nondecreasing net of elements of Cc` such that
f :“ÀjPJ fj P M , where the supremum is taken in M . In particular,
pfjqjPJ converges pointwise to f , see Example 8.4. We want to prove
that V pfq “ÀjPJ V pfjq. So let 1 ą ε ą 0, let Kε be the compact set
tf ě εu, and define hj onKε by hjpxq “ fjpxq{fpxq. Then hj P Cc` pKεq
and phjqjPJ is a nondecreasing net converging to 1 pointwise. Apply-
ing Dini’s Theorem, the convergence is uniform on Kε, hence there is
some j0 P J such that 1 ď ε ` hj0 on Kε. Thus, f ď ε.f ` fj0 on
Kε. Let K be a compact set containing t0 ă f ă 1u. By Urysohn’s
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lemma, we may find a compactly-supported continuous map h such
that h “ 1 on K. Then f ď p 1
1´εfj0q ‘ pεhq on E. This implies
V pfq ď p 1
1´ε
À
jPJ V pfjqq ‘ pε.V phqq, for all 1 ą ε ą 0, so V is con-
tinuous. By Theorem 8.5, there exists some archimedean element c in
M{M such that V pfq “ xc, fy, for all f PM . Defining the usc map c`
by c`pxq “ 1{cpxq, we have V pfq “ ÀxPE fpxq.c`pxq, for all f P M .
The maxitive measure ν defined on B by νpBq “ ÀxPB c`pxq for all
B P B is regular by [57, Theorem 3.22], and we have
V pfq “
ż 8
f dν,
for all f PM . IfK is a compact subset of E, Urysohn’s lemma provides
a map f P M such that fpxq “ 1 for all x P K, so that c`pxq ď V pfq
for all x P K. This ensures that νpKq “ÀxPK c`pxq is finite.
Uniqueness of ν is a direct consequence of the uniqueness of c, which
itself derives from Lemma 9.2 and Remark 8.6. 
In the same line, one can formulate Riesz like theorems for a func-
tional V defined on the set C`b of nonnegative bounded continuous
maps instead of Cc` . Breyer and Gulinsky [12] proved the next theo-
rem1, see also Puhalskii [59, Theorem 1.7.25] and Gulinsky [30, Theo-
rem 3.4]. A functional V : C`b Ñ R` is tight if, for all ε ą 0, there is
some compact subset K of E such that V pfq ď ε }f}, for each f P C`b
that equals 0 on K.
Theorem 9.4. [12] Assume that E is a Tychonoff space, and let V :
C`b Ñ R` be a tight linear form on C`b that preserves countable point-
wise suprema. Then there exists a unique (finite) tight regular maxitive
measure ν on B such that
V pfq “
ż 8
f dν,
for all f P C`b .
Proof. See e.g. Puhalskii [59, Theorem 1.7.25]. The idea of the proof is
to use the Stone–Čech compactification of E and to apply Theorem 9.3.

In order to treat the case of a non-tight linear form on C`b , we shall
assume that the Tychnoff space is also second-countable, i.e. is a sepa-
rable metrizable space. A functional V : C`b Ñ R` is optimal if, for all
nonincreasing sequences pfnqnPN of elements of C`b tending pointwise
to 0, the sequence pV pfnqqnPN tends to 0.
1We were not in a position to access this article.
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Theorem 9.5. Assume that E is a separable metrizable space, and
let V : C`b Ñ R` be a linear form on C`b that preserves countable
pointwise suprema. Then there exists a unique (finite) regular maxitive
measure ν on B such that
V pfq “
ż 8
f dν,
for all f P C`b . Moreover, if E is Polish, then the following conditions
are equivalent:
‚ V is optimal,
‚ V is tight,
‚ ν is tight,
‚ c` is upper-compact,
where c` is the maximal cardinal density of ν.
Proof. We denote L` by M and C`b by M . As in the proof of Theo-
rem 9.3, M{M is a meet-continuous extension by Example 8.4, V is a
non-degenerate linear form on M{M , and we want to prove that
(9.1) V pfq “à
jPJ
V pfjq,
for all nondecreasing nets pfjqjPJ in M such that f :“ ÀjPJ fj P M ,
where the supremum is taken in M . Let q be a nonnegative rational
number. The open subset tf ą qu is covered by the family of open
subsets tfj ą qu, j P J . Since E is separable metrizable, it is second-
countable, so we can extract a countable subcover and write tf ą qu “Ť
jPNqtfj ą qu, where Nq is a countable subset of J . Defining N as the
union of all Nq, which is countable, we see that f “ ÀjPN fj. Since
V preserves countable pointwise suprema in M , Equation (9.1) holds,
so V is continuous on M{M . The existence of ν now follows from the
same argument as in the proof of Theorem 9.3. Since E is separable
metrizable, E is normal; using Urysohn’s lemma for normal spaces (see
e.g. [4, Theorem 2.46]), we can show that every R`-valued lower-semi-
continuous map is a supremum of elements of C`b , as a perfect analogue
of Lemma 9.2, and this leads to the uniqueness of ν.
Now suppose that E is Polish. Assume that tc` ě tu is not compact,
for some t ą 0. Then there exists some ε ą 0 and some sequence pxnq
of elements of tc` ě tu such that dpxm, xnq ą ε, for all m ‰ n. Since
E is Polish, one can find some countable family of open balls with
radius ε{2 covering E. Let Bk Q xk be one of these balls containing
xk. Let fk P C`b such that fkpxkq “ 1{t and fk “ 0 on EzBk. Then
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gn :“ Àkěn fk tends pointwise to 0. But V pgnq ě gnpxnq.c`pxnq ě 1,
so V is not optimal.
Conversely, assume that c` is upper-compact and that V is not op-
timal. So let pfnq be a nonincreasing sequence of elements of C`b that
tends pointwise to zero, and assume that
Ź
nPN V pfnq ą 0. Then there
exists some t ą 0 such that V pfnq ą t, for all n. We deduce the
existence of some xn P E such that fnpxnq.c`pxnq ą t. Since the se-
quence pfnq is nonincreasing, fn ď f0. Also, f0 is upper-bounded by
some u ą 0, so that xn is in the compact subset tc` ě t{uu. This
implies that pxnq clusters to some x, but this contradicts the fact that
fmpxnq ě fmpxnq.c`pxnq ě fnpxnq.c`pxnq ą t for all n ě m.
By [57, Theorem 3.25], we know that ν is tight if and only if c` is
upper-compact. If V is tight, then ν is tight by uniqueness of ν in
Theorem 9.4; the converse statement is obvious. 
Bell and Bryc also investigated the case where E is Polish, their
result [10, Theorem 2.1] is encompassed in the previous theorem.
Akian proved a slightly different result for normal spaces that we
merely recall for the sake of completeness.
Theorem 9.6. [2, Theorem 4.8] Assume that E is a normal space,
and let V : C`b Ñ R` be a linear form on C`b that preserves countable
pointwise suprema. Then there exists a unique σ-maxitive measure ν
on B such that
V pfq “
ż 8
f dν,
for all f P C`b .
Remark 9.7 (On large deviations). The idempotent Riesz represen-
tation theorem partly originates from large deviation questionings.
Varadhan [69] was interested in the functional defined on the set C`b pEq
of nonnegative bounded continuous maps, for some Polish space E, by
V pfq “ lim
nÑ8
ˆż
E
f 1{αn dµn
˙αn
,
whenever the limit exists, where pµnq is a sequence of probability mea-
sures on E satisfying a large deviation principle, and αn Ó 0 when
n Ò 8. He proved the representation
(9.2) V pfq “à
xPE
pfpxqe´Ipxqq,
where I : E Ñ R` is the (lower-semicontinuous) rate function, that
governs large deviations. For more on the links between large deviation
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principles and maxitive measures, we refer the reader to Puhalskii [58,
59], B. Gerritse [25], Akian [2], Nedović et al. [50].
10. Conclusion and perspectives
Following Cohen et al. [16], we could certainly have pushed on the
generalization to the use of reflexive idempotent semirings2 instead of
idempotent semifields, but our main interest here, at least in the first
part of the paper, was to stress the role of Z theory in the gathering of
similar but a priori distinct results from different mathematical areas.
Some results on modules and continuous linear forms are of topo-
logical flavour; this aspect will be sharpened in a future work with the
examination of topological Rmax` -modules.
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